this paper, we extend running controller of passive one-legged hopper to a planar biped robot with torso, and evaluate the controller on simulations. The controller is derived based on energy-preserving strategy and it actually preserves mechanical energy at touchdown. Interestingly, zero dynamics of decoupling controller (dynamics about pair of controlled leg) is found to be stable. Combining simple attitude controller at stance phase generates stable periodic running gaits of arbitral period. The control performance is shown to be better than a simple PD-feedback control of leg placement.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Backgmund
After the Raiben's excellent works [I] , running robots have been widely studied both experimentally 
E. Energy-preserving controller for one-legged hopper
Motivated from their works, we proposed, in [12], altemative controller based on its energy analysis for a planar onelegged robot shown in Fig. I .
The underlining principle is energy-presenring contml strategy. This means the controller preserves system energy as much as possible. The most important reason why we use this strategy is: if the system energy is preserved, it is expected that the system autonomously generates natural periodic gaits, just as some class of Hamiltonian system exhibit natural peri- 
Subscript "td" means just the moment of touchdown and "td-"
or ''td+" mean just before I after touchdown hereinafter. Since the energy change between just before and after touchdown is calculated as condition ( I ) means there is no energy exchange between the robot and the ground, provided if no control +put applied during stance phase. Having determined 6'd and @ d . finally we can apply simple linear dead-beat controller because the flight dynamics is integrable. As a result, interesting quasi-periodic gaits, which can be seen in some Hamiltonian system, were found, and both period stabilization and one-periodic passive running were achieved in simulation. It was also found that an adaptive control of touchdown angle, which is similar to the delayed feedback controller for chaotic system [15], can asymptotically stabilize these quasi-periodic gaits to desired periodic ones. Especially for I-periodic gait, by using some additional adaptive controllers, the robot eventually hops without any control inputs, that is, complete passive running is obtained. Fig. 2 is an example of simulation results, which shows an adaptation control law achieves complete passive running. 
C. Paper organization
The purpose of this paper it to extend the controller of passive one-legged hopper to biped robots. This was partially done on a 3D biped model in [17] , where a rotor rotating around yaw-axis of torso was introduced. In this paper, we consider a highly nonlinear planar biped model having massive legs and torso and try to achieve stable periodic running gaits of it. Specifically, we derive dead-beat controller at flight phase based on the energy-preserving strategy to preserve mechanical energy at touchdown. Then, we combine some stance-phase controllers to get stable running gaits.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces our new biped running robot and the equations of motion of simplified model are given. Section IU extends the controller described in Section I to a planar biped robot with torso, by introducing nonlinear decoupling control and target dynamics. Section N shows simulation results of biped running. Section V concludes this paper. and m are the mass of torso and leg respectively. I and J are the moment of inertia about COG of the torso and COG of the leg respectively. All principal axes of each rigid part are coincident with their center axes. Table I shows the physical parameters, together with the values used in later simulations. This model is highly nonlinear because it has massive legs and torso, whose COG are located away the hip joint.
A PLANAR BIPED ROBOT
Additionally, the following assumptions are imposed on the model: 
where xo E R2 is the hip position, and TO is the nominal leg length. Note that the constraint impulse along leg axis is completely absorbed by the leg spring, due to the assumption (A) and (C), and hence does not appears in (4). After coordinate transformation from 50 to z, (5) becomes to
where E(q) E RIx5 is jacobian of velocity constraint, which appears in (4).
CONTROLLER IMPLEMENTATION VIA DECOUPLING
A. Stance phase controller
It is well known that a torso mounted below the hip joint has passive stability [3]. In most of biped robots, however, the torso is located above the hip joint like Fig. 5 . In contrast to one-legged robot, in which no control inputs are applied, the biped robot cannot hold its torso upright posture without pitch control, because of reaction forces from hip joints.
Here we are temporarily using simple pitch control, regardless of expense of actuator energy:
where K1, 2 0 and Kl,j 2 0. The supporting leg is assumed to be Leg1 indicated in Fig. 5 .
For swinging leg (LegZ), we are also temporarily controlling it by
(8)
Under this controller, counter oscillation of each leg is expected during running.
Remarks:
Since we are not satisfied with this somewhat "factitious" controller that can deteriorate some useful intrinsic nonlinear dynamics at stance phase. Specifically, as long as we use that controller, internal energy cannot be preserved. The solution will be introducing hip springs that can preserve energy and produce oscillatory motion, as in the case of passive one-legged model. 
B. FIighr phase contmller
To apply the controller of one-legged model to the biped, decoupling control and target dynamics are introduced. Here we suppose the next touchdown leg is Legl.
First, the equation of motion (3) is decoupled using a new control input. Rewriting the lower part of (3), we obtains This means "another first integral of motion is created by a feedback control". Note that it suits normal biped running gait because this constraint holds approxin?ately, when the both legs are swung symmetrically ($1 + $2 = 0). The control input u2 that achieve (14) can be easily calculated by the time derivative of (14) Then, the remained task is to determine control input. U 1 in (16). The control objective is to dead-beat +e absolute angle of the swing leg O1 (Fig. 5 ) 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
A. Stable periodic running
We have simulated the action of the controller proposed in the previous section. The simulation starts from stance phase of Legl and initial height zgO. or initial vertical velocity i ,~ was chosen large so that the swinging leg does not stub against ground. Fig. 6 shows time evolutions of each state variable and Fig. 7 represents phase portraits. Fig. 8 shows corresponding animation. They show stable I-periodic running gaits. Control parameters are determined as KP1 = 200, Kdl = 50, Kpz = 100, Kd2 = 10 in (7). Interestingly, dynamics about Leg2 (zero dynamics of decoupling controller) is found to be stable. Actually, the motion of Leg2 indicates counter oscillation of Legl. Although the mnning gait seems to have symmemcity, the motion of torso is slightly asymmemc, as recognized from the right top graph of Fig. 7 . This asymmeuicity become more significant if the feedback gains of (7) become smaller. Without attitude control, the robot falls down after a few steps. The bottom two graphs of Fig. 6 indicate that the attitude control at stance phase requires more power than a dead-beat control at flight phase.
We also simulated stabilization to (unknown) multi-periodic gaits. For example, if we set p = 2 in (18), we obtain a stable 2-periodic running gait, as shown in Fig. 9 . The controller is also applied to a more precise model using DADS, commercial simulation software (www.cybernet.co.jp). and we obtained almost same results. Animation video will be included in the conference proceedings.
B. Comparison with a simple PD-feedback leg placement
PD-feedback leg placement at flight phase:
It is worth comparing the proposed controller with a simple
The main difference between this and the proposed controller is whether the angular velocity at touchdown is controlled or not. Fig. 10 shows the phase portraits of the simulation, where control parameter was chosen as Kspl = 100,Ksdl = 10, K, z = 100, K s d 2 = 10. Comparing to Fig. 7 , we can see the symmemcity is damaged large. Although the gaits are still stable owing to (18). energy dissipation always occurs at touchdown, and it makes control inputs quite large at stance V. CONCLUSION In this paper, we extended running controller of passive one-legged hopper to a planar biped robot with torso, and evaluated the controller on simulations. The controller was derived based on energy-preserving strategy and it actually preserved mechanical energy at touchdown phase, as in the case of one-legged model. Interestingly, zero dynamics of decoupling controller (dynamics about pair of controlled leg) was found to be stable. Combining simple attitude controller at stance phase generated stable periodic running gaits of arbitral period. The control performance was better than a simple PDfeedback control about leg placement.
The next task is to realize complete passive running gaits.
To do so, we should introduce hip springs to make legs swung passively both at flight phase and stance phase. This implies replacing stance phase controller shown in Section III-B with another stabilizing controller, where the control input eventually converges to zero. If this goal is achieved, the phase portraits of complete passive biped running gaits will exbibit strong symmemcity, as explained in 1161
Extending planar controller to 3D biped model is also important work. This was partially done by introducing one DOF at yaw-axis (rotor) in [I71 and we are now adding more DOF at roll axis and applying the same controller. Although our controller cannot be applied to humanoid robot directly, we believe there is some embedding transformation.
